DHM COMPANY PROFILE

DHM is the abbreviation of Dafam Hotel Management;
an Indonesian hospitality management company under
Dafam Group that was founded in 2010 by young talented
entrepreneur Billy Dahlan collaborating with hospitality expert
Andhy Irawan. Our core business is hotel management service that is
inspired by Indonesian hospitality culture.
DHM consists of a group of very pro cient hoteliers and tourism
experts. With our profound expertise in providing professional
consultancy and in supervising investors with their properties,
DHM has become one of national most trusted hotel operators with
emphasis on excellence and sustainable innovation.
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through Touch of Indonesia

Inspiring Hospitality Diagram

This is not just a slogan to us. Its the commitment we build to give inspiration of comfort
and memorable experience to our customer through the senses.
Starting from interior quality and architectural design that pleases the eyes, a heartwarming welcome, and comfortable atmosphere at the lobby, to the comprehensive
service that caters the needs of our guests. Enjoyable hotel facilities and high-quality
standard beds are provided to ensure our guest’s experience a memorable of stay at our
hotels.

D Deliver prayers of thanks to God
A Attentive to the interests of communities and environments
F Formulation of good corporate governance
A Absolute dedication and truthfulness in delivering professional outcomes
M Make positive contributions towards family members, communities and Indonesia

DHM Board of Management
“I have been dreaming of a hotel management company that recognizes and appreciates rich
local culture. Global development of Hospitality Industry, particularly in Indonesia has inspired me
to grow and develop our company as competitive benchmark and trendsetter for Indonesian
Hospitality Management Service. We have been on the right track these past years and I would
thank GOD and my superteam for making my dreams come true.”
Andhy Irawan
Chief Executive Oﬃcer

“This Management company is a musical business model, which my role is conducting each of its
elements to ensure that all of us perform a dynamic rhythm and harmony to achieve highest
outcome to all stake holders. It is purely a joy to orchestrate with the expertise of our superteam
with their natural “sounds” of ute, strings, percussions, while at the same time to gain the
optimum result of each investment made.”
Handono S. Putro
Managing Director

Asteria T. Hesty
Director of Operations

Aditya Wirakusuma
General Manager of Operations

Irawan Trimulia
General Manager of
Sales and Marketing

Arief Wibowo
General Manager of Finance

Hogi Budiarto
General Manager of
General Aﬀairs & Quality Assurance

INNOVATIVE CEO - MR. ANDHY IRAWAN MBA.
Venue Magazine The Most Popular & The Best Mice Industry 2018
FINALIST ENTERPRISE INNOVATORS
Enterprise Innovation Award 2017 - Category Travel & Hospitality

Satria Brand Award 2017 - Category Hotel

Dafam Hotel Management is a hotel management that stands in quality with
international standard. It designs four inspiring brands to accommodate wide range
of market segments in various locations.
These brands are diversely created speci cally with each style of service and facilities
which guests will enjoy best.

S I G N A T U R E

A signature brand with
its beyond expected
experience in personal
services and hi-end
products and facilities.
Stands majestically at
Central Business District
or metropolitan area.
Equals to the next style
for savvy customers.

by DAFAM

A brand that shows its
luxury of service and
facilities. Stands tall in the
capital city of province
yet metropolis. Equals to
its modern style for
upscale market.

Our mid-scale brand,
spread across
archipelago oﬀers a
homy service and
pleasant tranquility
where business are well
taken care of within
outstanding service and
facilities.

Young and dynamic
hotel with retro concept
at economic scale.
National vintage legend
and simple service,
brought our guest travel
in time, explore its
unique style.

No frills and to the point
style, reduce time wasted
of guest’s valuable time,
make them move
independently to savor
the hotel. More than just
a budget, ful ll guest
basic needs.

Beside our inspiring hotel brands, DHM also manages range of diverse hotel brands
with unique concept and purpose. We are trusted by our partners to maintain their
property while upholding our philosophy of service.

Through its CSR campaign
activities, DHM is always
promoting the spirit and
awareness of social responsibility
for all important elements within
the company as well as its
surroundings.

Inspiring Care campaign is a program which
concerns about communities and societies
well-being through activities such as blood
donations, mass circumcisions, autism seminars,
and many more.

Inspiring Comfort campaign puts priority on
the hotel guest experience by best utilizing the
ve senses. Creating hotel environment
that will leave a memorable impression of
the hotel brand and its service quality.

Inspiring Dream campaign is concerned about
the talent development, career path, and skills
of DHM employees. Creating activities such as
seminars, classes, and practical training to
improve the employee competencies and
performance.

Zero Accident is a safety campaign regarding
technical usage and its procedure around hotel
for both guests and employees. This campaign
takes form in warning and guidance signs,
notice labels, safety posters, etc.

Inspiring Culture campaign emphasizes on
activities involving cultural exhibition and
preservation. It is in line with one of our
fundamental concepts to bring more values
to cultural heritage of the locals.

Inspiring InnovActtion campaign creates
events and competitions which stimulate
creativity and ideas of the employees which
will ultimately bene t the hotel and its
management as a whole.
This campaign encourages the best employee
to be better. It create opportunity to a
positive changes.

Inspiring Green campaign is concerned towards
the safety of environment and eco-green
action which result in better and healthier
world for everyone.

Simple yet practical, aﬀordable equipments of self service
within the multifunction area. Specially designed with no
frills to support visitor’s express movement.

Modern and hype café, serving fast and compact menu of
food and beverage. Artistically decorated interior of the
place that inspires the guests while enjoying together time
with friends and family.

3-stars hotel restaurant with traditional and authentic taste
of Indonesian cuisine. Humble service and local atmosphere
inviting appetite craving for taste of tradition.

A concept of ne-dining restaurant that serves the nest
indulgence of culinary experience with re ned service. Your
perfect place to enjoy evening dinner while sipping favorite
wine collection.

Executive oor with premium facilities for Grand Dafam’s
privilege guests on personal signature services.

Project Planning & Execution
DHM ensures that each project is managed with well
developed planning process and oversees each steps
of the implementation in accordance to the approved
plan. These early stages, play a very important role in
the success of every development progress of the
project.
By developing the right project plan, it is possible to
keep up with the time schedule and better budget.
This means more bene t to the investor and keeps
the investment with maximum ROI.

Investment Management
We always note that the investment made by our clients
should be kept as eﬀective as possible with better eﬀort
to generate revenue and pro t within expected time
frame. Providing feasibility study report and business
projection are an example of our investment
management service.

Technical Assistance
With our hotel experts’ feedback and guidance
during the planning, development, and operating
phase, we organize each component and tools in
the hotel to work and function properly by
minimizing risk and error. Technical assistance also
allows eﬃciency to occur which aﬀects the
investment.

Hotel Management
We’ve been developing our hotel management system
continuously to give best performance and satisfaction
toward hotel guests, and to achieve targeted GOP to
investor. Our system also generates feedback through
reporting and data that can be used to improve and
adapt to the hotel condition and surrounding area.
Human capital is one of the most vital aspects in
service industry.
Our hotel management system makes it possible to
acquire and create new talents of hospitality
professionals with suﬃcient competency in their
speci c required areas.

Quality Assurance
With all those features mentioned above, DHM could
maintain its hospitality performance quality using
assessment system. Our Quality Assurance
Management support helps hotel unit to perform and
overcome challenges eﬀectively.
Consulting Services
Related to business supporting, DHM provide
particular treatments on hospitality private business.
Starts from planning, budgeting, branding even to
marketing strategy and operations.

With good career opportunity and many development
eﬀorts to enhance their staﬀ quality and behavior, DHM
is able to keep their Human Resources sustainable
development program.

If you are interested in the hotel management service provided by DHM and
would like to discuss an opportunity or simply gain a better understanding of
what it is that we oﬀer, you may directly contact us:

Andhy Irawan
Chief Executive Oﬃcer
andhy@dafamhotels.com

Handono S. Putro
Managing Director
handono@dafamhotels.com

TEGAL

SURAKARTA

MALANG

GORONTALO

BANTUL
SEMINYAK

SLEMAN

GILI TRAWANGAN

TABALONG

SINTANG

WONOSOBO
SENTANI MAKASSAR BANDUNGAN

Head Oﬃce
Menara Suara Merdeka 11th Floor
Jalan Pandanaran No.30
Semarang 50134
Central Java - Indonesia

Jakarta Sales Oﬃce
Teraskita Hotel 2nd Floor
Jalan M.T. Haryono Kav.10A, Cawang
Jakarta Timur 13340
Jakarta - Indonesia

Bali Sales Office
Hotel Dafam Savvoya Seminyak 4th Floor
Jalan Mertanadi No.14, Seminyak
Kuta 80361
Bali - Indonesia

Tel. +62 24 355 9111
Fax. +62 24 358 9111

Tel. +62 21 2285 6745
Fax. +62 21 2289 2045

Tel. +62 361 4741 760
Fax. +62 361 738 121

